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1. Introduction

Third-generation sequencing (TGS) technologies have a multitude of advantages com-

pared to previous technologies, providing longer reads and faster sequencing, while

requiring less preparation of the sample. The drawback is the higher error rate compa-

red to previous generations of sequencing technologies. The longer read lengths further

enhance the capabilities of modern de novo assemblers enabling haplotype inference

and whole chromosome phasing, however some additional computation is required to

correct errors due to higher error rates [1, 2].

Even though haplotype assembly is more approachable due to TGS, only a small

subset of existing de novo assemblers support it, with a few standalone tools also emer-

ging [3].

In this work we discuss the problems of diploid assembly: haplotype assembly of

diploid organisms, and algorithms used to achieve it. Furthermore we show concrete

results by adapting Raven, a competitive open source de novo assembler [4, 5], to

accommodate diploid assembly.
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2. Concepts

This section explains some concepts that are required to fully understand this work.

All concepts are explained in terms of a diploid organism.

A chromosome is a DNA molecule that comes in homologous pairs in diploid

organisms. Each pair is inherited from a single parent. A gene is a subsequence in

DNA that defines some trait in an organism, for example the color of eyes in humans.

Since chromosomes come in pairs where each is inherited from a different parent, there

can be more than one alternative for a gene. These are called alleles. If an allele is

same on both chromosomes it is called homozygous, otherwise it is heterozygous. The

size of alleles can range anywhere from a single base in DNA to a larger region. If an

allele is just a single base in the DNA sequence, and has a sufficiently low percentage in

population (for example about 0.5% possibility of variation between two individuals in

a population) it can be classified as a single-nucleotide polymorphism, where single-

nucleotide refers to the length: a single base/nucleotide in the DNA sequence. It is

common to refer to single-nucleotide polymorphisms as SNP’s or snips. Snips play a

central role in inferring haplotypes. A haplotype is a set of all alleles inherited from a

single parent. Structural variations happen when a part of a chromosome is deleted,

inverted, duplicated, or even exchanged with a region from another chromosome [6].

They also contribute to organism’s haplotype since they can be inherited from parents.
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3. Problem setup

Third-generation sequencing produces reads/fragments of relatively large size when

compared to previous sequencing technologies. In case of diploid organisms these re-

ads can originate from any chromosome, but the information about which chromosome

the read was taken from is lost, which complicates original haplotype reconstruction.

Most modern de novo assemblers do not take into account the ploidity of an organism

and treat input reads as if they all came from a single chromosome. The output is

therefore just an alternation of alleles from different chromosomes [7].

There are different approaches to reconstructing the original haplotypes. Some de

novo assemblers use additional information to achieve this. In case of the Trio-Canu

assembler, the additional information is in form of short reads from both parents of an

organism, and the input is in form of TGS reads. Having information about parents

simplifies segregating child reads into two haplotypes, in a process known as "trio bin-

ning" [8]. Since this method requires a large amount of additional information, it may

not be ideal for some cases. Another de novo assembler called Falcon infers haplotypes

without any additional information. It uses "alignment tags" to construct an alignment

graph that mostly represents a linear chain of bubbles, which are then decomposed

into paths used to construct haplotypes [7]. Although this approach is more efficient

in terms of input data, it is also less accurate than, for example, the approach used by

Trio-Canu, as it fails to preserve information such as structural variants. For that reason

the assembled haplotypes using this approach are also called "pseudo-haplotypes" [8].

Since the end goal of this work is to adapt Raven to output haplotypes for diploid

organisms, we preserve its current approach of needing no additional information to

carry out the assembly. We also opted to take a different approach to haplotype assem-

bly than Falcon. Rather than constructing an alignment graph with ploidy in mind,

and altering most of the assembly steps, the input reads will be segregated into two ha-

plotype groups before the assembly, and the assembly itself will be carried out on these

two groups separately. This has the consequence of requiring minimal changes to the

existing assembly pipeline, as the groups will be created in a separate "preprocessing"

step.
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4. Data simulation

In order to effectively measure the efficiency of de novo diploid assembly, it is of

interest to have full control over the input data. In order to accommodate this we must

be able to control various haplotype defining features of the input reads such as SNP’s

and structural variations. We achieve this by writing a simple tool that simulates reads

with wanted features using a reference genome. Used algorithms are described below.

In order to simulate reads, we set the number of reads, mean read length, and

standard deviation of length. Then we pick a read at a random position in the reference

genome and generate its length from the normal distribution.

Algorithm 1 Read simulation
Input: reference genome, number of desired reads, mean length of reads, standard

deviation of mean length

Output: simulated reads

1: function SIMULATEREADS(referenceGenome, n, l, d)

2: reads← ∅

3: while len(reads) ≤ n do

4: start← uniformRnd(0, len(referenceGenome)− 1)

5: end← min(start+ normalRnd(l, d), len(referenceGenome)− 1)

6: reads← reads+ subsequence(referenceGenome, start, end)

7: end while

8: return reads

9: end function

Algorithm 1 demonstrates read simulation from a reference genome. uniformRnd

picks a number from the given range using an uniform distribution, while normalRnd

picks a number using the normal distribution and given mean and standard deviation.

It is necessary to constrain the read length, as shown on line 5, to guard from the case

in which a part of the read will go outside the reference genome. subsequence takes

a reference genome and returns a region defined by the second and third arguments,
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which denote start and end.

Simulating SNP’s is straightforward. We pick the number of SNP’s and uniformly

distribute them along the reference genome. We must also decide what is the alterna-

tive base for the SNP. For each read that contains some SNP’s we apply the alternative

bases with some chance, otherwise we just leave the read as it is.

Algorithm 2 SNP simulation
Input: (simulated) reads, reference genome, number of SNP’s, the chance of

applying SNP’s

Output: (simulated) reads with applied SNP’s

1: function SIMULATESNIPS(reads, referenceGenome, n, p)

2: snpReads← ∅

3: snips← pickSnips(referenceGenome, n)

4: for all read ∈ reads do

5: containedSnips← findContained(read, snips)

6: if containedSnips 6= ∅ ∧ uniformRnd(0, 1) < p then

7: snpReads← snpReads+ applySnips(read, containedSnips)

8: else

9: snpReads← snpReads+ read

10: end if

11: end for

12: return snpReads

13: end function

Function pickSnips picks n uniformly distributed SNP’s using the given reference

genome. For each read we check if there are any SNP’s that are contained within

that read using findContained. If the read contains SNP’s we apply them using

applySnips with a probability of p, otherwise we do not edit the read. When applying

a SNP we edit the read so that we put the alternative base at the SNP location, instead

of keeping the original base.

In addition to SNP’s, structural variations also define haplotypes. We simulate

these on the reference genome itself, before simulating reads, so that each read contains

the structural variation.

To simulate deletion of parts of reference genome, we define number of deletions,

as well as the mean size of the deleted regions, and standard deviation. This is similar

to how the read simulation is carried out, but the regions are deleted from the reference

genome, rather than copied.
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Algorithm 3 Deletion simulation
Input: reference genome, number of deletions, mean length, standard deviation

Output: reference genome with some parts deleted

1: function SIMULATEDELETIONS(referenceGenome, n, l, d)

2: modifiedGenome← referenceGenome

3: for i← 1, n do

4: start← uniformRnd(0, len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

5: end← min(start+ normalRnd(l, d), len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

6: modifiedGenome← deleteSubsequence(modifiedGenome, start, end)

7: end for

8: return modifiedGenome

9: end function

Similarly to the simulation of sequences, we must be vary of deletion regions going

out of bounds, therefore we restrict the end of the region to be at most at the end of

the modified genome. The hypothetical function deleteSubsequence returns the given

sequence without the region specified by start and end parameters.

When simulating inversion, we pick the regions in a similar fashion, using some

predefined mean length and deviation, the only difference is that the region is inverted

rather than deleted.

Algorithm 4 Inversion simulation
Input: reference genome, number of deletions, mean length, standard deviation

Output: reference genome with some parts inverted

1: function SIMULATEINVERSIONS(referenceGenome, n, l, d)

2: modifiedGenome← referenceGenome

3: for i← 1, n do

4: start← uniformRnd(0, len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

5: end← min(start+ normalRnd(l, d), len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

6: modifiedGenome← invertSubsequence(modifiedGenome, start, end)

7: end for

8: return modifiedGenome

9: end function

The function on line 6, invertSubsequence, takes a genome as its first parameter

and inverts the region defined by start and end parameters.

A more interesting structural variation is the copy-number variation (CNV). It ma-
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nifests as a region which has been duplicated several times in a row meaning there is

a region of chromosome which consists solely of a subsequence repeating itself. In

order to simulate this, we pick a region in the reference genome, and insert it before

itself (or after) multiple times.

Algorithm 5 CNV simulation
Input: reference genome, number of CNV’s, mean length, standard deviation of

the length, mean number of duplications, standard deviation of the duplication number

Output: reference genome with applied CNV’s

1: function SIMULATECNV(referenceGenome, n, l, d, nCNV, dCNV )

2: modifiedGenome← referenceGenome

3: for i← 1, n do

4: start← uniformRnd(0, len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

5: end← min(start+ normalRnd(l, d), len(modifiedGenome)− 1)

6: CNV Region← subsequence(modifiedGenome, start, end)

7: for j ← 1, normalRnd(nCNV, dCNV ) do

8: modifiedGenome← insert(modifiedGenome,CNV Region, start)

9: end for

10: end for

11: return modifiedGenome

12: end function

In line 6 we obtain the region that will be repeatedly duplicated, and then duplicate

it according to some random number generated using given mean and standard devi-

ation. As is its name, insert takes the region and inserts it in the modified genome at

the given start location.

Although these simulations are naive, as they do not take into account the very

specific nature of SNP’s and structural variations, nor do they take into account the

specifics of the sequencing technology itself, they provide a good starting point for

verifying the correctness of the algorithms we will introduce later in this work.
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5. Algorithms for fragment separation

based on haplotype defining features

Due to advances in sequencing technologies, the last two decades have seen an incre-

ased interest in haplotype assembly, yielding some algorithms with practical applica-

tions. These algorithms mostly work around SNP’s, since they are the most potent

source of genetic variation, and are relatively easy to detect as opposed to detecting

structural variations [9].

5.1. SNP detection

In order to detect SNP’s in the reads, we need to align the reads. This is done so that

we can traverse the reads column by column and detect contentious locations where we

can call an SNP. An example of such alignment is shown below. Each row represents

a fragment, gaps are represented with a dash (’-’).

1 CATAAAAGAACGTAGGTCGCCCGTCCGTAACCTGTC--------------

2 ---------ATAAAGGCAGTCGCTCTGTAAGCTGTCGATTCACCGGAAAG

3 ---ATCAAAGAACGTGTAGCCTGTCCGTAATCTAGCGCAT----------

4 CGTAAATAGGTAATGATTATCATTACATATC-------------------

5 -----------GTCGCTAGAGGCATCGTGAGTCGCTTCCGTACCGCAA--

6 CCGTAACCTTCATCGGATCACCGGAAAGGACCCGTAAAT-----------

Listing 5.1: Example of fragment alignment

To support this requirement, we use a SIMD-accelerated, partial-order alignment

algorithm called spoa, which is a submodule of racon, a standalone consensus module

[10] that is used by Raven itself.

Once we have fragments aligned, it is intuitively clear how the SNP’s would be

found, and this is described in more detailed using the listing below.
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0 0 1 2

1 CGTAGGTCG----

2 -ATACGGCGA---

3 --TACGCCGGT--

4 ---AGGTCGGTG-

5 ----GGACGATGA

Listing 5.2: Fragment alignment with points of interest colored and enumerated

By using this simplified example we can derive some general rules about how to

conclude if some location holds an SNP. Location 0 is our first candidate for an SNP

since we have differing bases in two fragments. However, due to relatively high error

rates in third-generation sequencing technologies we can not conclude that this is in-

deed an SNP. We only have two bases, and one could have been easily been flipped

due to a sequencing error, meaning there originally was not an SNP at this position

in the chromosome. This brings us to our first criteria, minimal coverage depth. By

saying that we have to have at least n bases to make conclusions about that location

we somewhat limit the impact of sequencing errors. For this concrete example we will

pick 4 as the minimal number of bases. This is a somewhat arbitrary value, and should

be carefully picked when working with real data, such that it fits somewhere below the

average coverage depth, but not too much so that sequencing errors do not become a

significant factor.

Location 1 is our next SNP candidate. It has a coverage depth of 5, which is

above our minimum coverage depth. However, we can see that we can not simply pick

two alternating bases that would form an SNP, since there are four bases with similar

relative ratio. Using this we can derive another rule. We can require a minimum ratio of

the two most frequently alternating bases. For example we might require that the most

frequent base takes up at least 50% of all bases, and that the second base is frequent

for at least 30% of bases. In this example we can discard this position based on that

criteria, since the most frequent base ’T’ contributes by 40%, and all the other bases

contribute by 20%.

This brings us to location 2. The minimum coverage depth criteria is satisfied,

since we have 4 bases. The ’A’ takes up 50% of all the bases, and so does the ’G’.

Since the most frequent base is at least 50% frequent, and the second base is at least

30% frequent, we can conclude that this location is indeed an SNP. This separates the

4 fragments into two haplotypes. Fragments 2 and 5 would belong to one haplotype,
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while the fragments 3 and 4 would belong to the other haplotype. This is fairly stra-

ightforward conclusion since there is only one SNP in this example. However, this is

hardly a representative real world example, and separating fragments is a much harder

problem than this example makes it out to be, NP-hard to be precise [9].

The above rules are shown in algorithm 6. For the sake of simplicity the alignment

matrix is column major.

Algorithm 6 SNP detection
Input: aligned reads, minimum coverage depth, minimum frequency of the pri-

mary base from 0 to 1, minimum frequency of the secondary base from 0 to 1

Output: detected snips

1: function FINDSNP(alignedReads,minCov, freqPrimary, freqSecondary)

2: snips← ∅

3: for column← 1, len(alignedReads) do

4: bases← countBases(alignedReads(column))

5: coverage← sum(bases)

6: primary ← primaryBase(bases)

7: secondary ← secondaryBase(bases)

8: if coverage ≥ minCov

∧ count(primary) ≥ freqPrimary · coverage

∧ count(secondary) ≥ freqSecondary · coverage then

9: snips← snips+ (column, base(primary), base(secondary))

10: end if

11: end for

12: return snips

13: end function

Function countBases goes through the given column, and counts valid bases, re-

turning a structure holding necessary information. The coverage is then calculated

using the sum of all base counts, and the primary and secondary base information is

extracted using helper functions. If the coverage is sufficiently high, and the frequency

of primary and secondary bases is above specified thresholds, we say that the current

location is an SNP and save information about it’s position, and primary and secondary

base.

To conclude this section, and pave the way for the next section, we will take a look

at a more problematic placement of SNP’s in fragments.
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0 0 1 2

1 GCTAGCTAGGATCGATCA----

2 -CTAGCTACGATCGTTCAG---

3 --TAGATACGATCGTTCAGG--

4 ---AGATACGATCGATCAGGC-

5 ----GCTAGGATCGATCAGGCC

Listing 5.3: Conflicting SNP’s

In listing 5.3 we can see 5 fragments that contain 3 SNP’s. If we choose to separate

the fragments based on the SNP at location 0, we would separate fragments 1, 2, and 5

into the first group, while the fragments 3 and 4 would be in another group. However,

this conflicts with the SNP at location 1, since if we would separate based on this SNP,

we would put fragments 1 and 2 into separate groups, as opposed to putting them in

the same group.

There are two way of dealing with SNP conflicts. The first is to remove the mini-

mum amount of fragments such that there are no conflicts, while the second revolves

around removing the minimum amount of SNP’s to achieve the same goal. These

problems are formulated as minimum fragment removal (MFR) and minimum SNP

removal (MSR) respectively [9]. In the following section we will explain and show an

implementation of an MFR algorithm.

5.2. Minimum fragment removal

Once we are able to properly detect SNP’s in our data, we can construct an SNP matrix

[9]. This matrix is essential for building a conflict graph [11], which will later be the

basis of the MFR algorithm. The construction itself is very basic. We associate rows

with fragments, and columns with SNP’s. For each SNP and fragment, we mark the

cell in the matrix with 2 (or any number other than zero) if the fragment does not hold

the particular SNP, otherwise we mark the cell with 1 or with -1, depending on which

base the cell holds. The choice of which base gets marked with 1/-1 does not matter,

it is only necessary that the choice is consistent for the same SNP across different

fragments. These rules are arbitrary, and it is possible to use any marking system

as long as you can detected conflicts, and differentiate them from the case when a

fragment does not hold an SNP. The SNP matrix for listing 5.3 is shown below.
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S1 S2 S3

F1 1 1 1

F2 1 -1 -1

F3 -1 -1 -1

F4 -1 -1 1

F5 1 1 1

Figure 5.1: SNP matrix for listing 5.3

Since all SNP’s are present in all fragments, there are no 2’s in the matrix. To find

a conflict between two fragments, we add the two rows column by column, and if the

sum is equal to zero, the fragments are in conflict. For example if we want to find

out if F3 and F4 are in conflict, for each SNP we sum the corresponding cells in the

two fragments, and if the sum is 0 then fragments are in conflict. This occurs for the

last SNP: S3. Using this algorithm we can construct a fragment conflict graph. Each

fragment is a vertex in the graph, and each connection is a conflict. An alternative

approach of adding only the fragments that conflict as vertices in the graph is perhaps

even better, since it avoids creating many single fragment components. The conflict

graph based on figure 5.1 is shown below.

F1

F2 F5

F3 F4

Figure 5.2: Fragment conflict graph based on figure 5.1

As we can see from this graph, every fragment is in conflict with all the other

fragments, except F1 and F5. Fragment conflict graph is the basis of the minimum

fragment removal problem. We ask what is the minimum number of fragments we

can remove from the graph to make it bipartite. If the graph is bipartite then we can
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trivially separate all the fragments into two haplotype groups, i.e. the only conflicts are

between fragments belonging to different haplotypes. The MFR problem is a NP-hard

problem, and in 2002 R. Lippert proposed a solution based on the branch and bound

algorithm [11].

Rather than finding one optimal solution, the algorithm goes further, and finds all

the fragments that are present in every optimal solution. This subset of fragments is

obviously smaller, or at most equal to the number of fragments present in one optimal

solution, so this may be a drawback. However, if we choose to take only one optimal

solution the resulting haplotype separation might not bring meaningful results that hold

for all optimal solutions. For this reason it is beneficial to take the intersection of all

optimal solutions, as to not infer conclusions on a single (possibly randomly) picked

optimum [11]. Even though this is Lippert’s observation, it might be possible that the

intersection of all optimal solutions is too small, and reduces the average coverage too

much, which might mean that the overall assembly quality degrades significantly. As

with most things this should be measured using real world data.

Algorithm 7 Finding the optimal solution to MFR
Input: fragment conflict graph, removed vertices, bound

Output: minimum number of fragments to remove to make the graph bipartite

1: function OPTIMA(g, r, b)

2: if len(r) ≥ b then

3: return∞

4: else

5: c← oddCycle(g − r)

6: if c 6= ∅ then

7: n← b

8: for all v ∈ c do

9: n← min(n, optima(g, r + v, b))

10: end for

11: return n

12: else

13: return len(r)

14: end if

15: end if

16: end function

The optima function finds the minimum number of fragments that have to be re-
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moved in order for the graph to be bipartite. It does so by finding odd cycles in the

graph (which means the graph is not bipartite [11]) and breaking them up by remo-

ving nodes in the cycle. Once a cycle has been broken, the function recurses with the

node removed from the graph (i.e. added to the set of removed vertices) to check for

additional cycles. Although in our specific case it was unused, the function supports

bounding using some heuristic using the parameter b. If the set of removed vertices

grows too large, the search for solution will end.

Once we are able to find out how many removed vertices the optimal solution has,

we can easily find the intersection of all optimal solutions.

Algorithm 8 Fragment intersection
Input: fragment conflict graph

Output: fragment conflict graph reduced to fragments found in all optimal bipar-

tite configurations

1: function FRAGMENTINTESECTION(g)

2: d← ∅

3: s← optima(g,∅,∞)

4: for all v ∈ g do

5: if optima(g, v,∞) = s then

6: d← d+ v

7: end if

8: end for

9: return g − d

10: end function

We first find the number of removed vertices in the optimal solution. After that for

each vertex in the graph we check if removing it changes the optimal solution. If the

optimal solution remains unchanged, this means that the vertex is removed in some

optimal solution, and does not belong in the intersection of all optimal solutions. We

keep track of such vertices, and remove them all together from the graph in the end.

5.2.1. Memoization

Since some of these vertices might be contained in some odd cycles, it is possible that

we already computed the value of the optima function with that vertex in the set of

removed vertices. For this reason it is beneficial to consider memoization. We opted to

save the results of computations in a hash map. Since sets of removed vertices might be
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very large it may not be ideal to recompute the hash every time, given that for each layer

of recursion in the optima function, we merely add another node to the removed set.

To avoid wastefully computing the hash every time, we use a positionally independent

hash method called Zobrist hashing [12]. At the start of the fragmentIntesection

function we generate a field of randomly generated numbers. The field must be large

enough so that we can index it with each vertex in the current graph. To calculate the

hash of a set of removed vertices we accumulate the corresponding values in the field

for each vertex using the xor binary operation. Since xor is commutative, when we

add new vertices to the set of removed vertices, we can update the hash value simply

by xor-ing it with the corresponding values in the field. Updated algorithms that use

memoization are shown below.

Algorithm 9 Fragment intersection that uses memoization
Input: fragment conflict graph

Output: fragment conflict graph reduced to fragments found in all optimal bipar-

tite configurations

1: function FRAGMENTINTESECTION(g)

2: d← ∅

3: z ← generateZobrist(len(g))

4: mem← ∅

5: s← optima(g,∅,mem, z, 0,∞)

6: for all v ∈ g do

7: if optima(g, v,mem, z, z(v),∞) = s then

8: d← d+ v

9: end if

10: end for

11: return g − d

12: end function

On line 3 we generate a field of random numbers using the hypothetical generateZobrist

function. When initially calculating the optimum, we pass the hash value 0 to the

optima function, as there are no removed vertices. We also pass the field itself, as the

optima function needs it when removing vertices to calculate the next hash. While

iterating over the vertices of the graph, we pass the corresponding value in the field as

the hash value, as it is the only removed vertex in that moment. We also create a map

called mem that will hold computed values. Since the Zobrist hashing method does

not produce a perfect hash, the mapping of hash to value is not 1 to 1, as there might
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be more sets of removed vertices with the same hash. For this reason the map holds

pairs of removed vertices and the corresponding values of the optima function.

Algorithm 10 Finding the optimal solution to MFR using memoization
Input: fragment conflict graph, removed vertices, memoization map, field of ran-

domly generated vertices, current hash, bound

Output: minimum number of fragments to remove to make the graph bipartite

1: function OPTIMA(g, r,m, z, h, b)

2: if len(r) ≥ b then

3: return∞

4: else

5: if h ∈ m then

6: for all (removedV ertices, value) ∈ m(h) do

7: if removedV ertices = r then

8: return value

9: end if

10: end for

11: end if

12: c← oddCycle(g − r)

13: if c 6= ∅ then

14: n← b

15: for all v ∈ c do

16: n← min(n, optima(g, r + v,m, z, h⊕ z(v), b))

17: end for

18: m(h)← m(h) + (r, n)

19: return n

20: else

21: m(h)← m(h) + (r, len(r))

22: return len(r)

23: end if

24: end if

25: end function

In the modified optima function we check if the hash exists in the map, as seen

on line 5, and if it does we must perform an additional check to see if any of the

pairs corresponds to our current set of removed vertices (lines 6 trough 10). If it does

we return the second value of the pair, which is the previously computed value of
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the optima function for that set of removed vertices. When adding a new vertex to

removed vertices, we apply exclusive or to the existing hash h and the value in the

field of the vertex we are adding z(v), as seen in line 16. We also make sure the add

the newly computed values to the map, as seen on line 18 and 21.

5.2.2. Odd cycles in undirected graphs

The optima function relies on being able to find an odd cycle in the fragment conflict

graph. Here we will describe the algorithm used to find them. The algorithm is based

on depth-first search, and uses additional information such as current depth, and the

previous node.

Algorithm 11 Finding an odd cycle in an undirected graph
Input: fragment conflict graph, map that maps visited vertices to a pair that holds

the depth at which they were visited and their parent vertex, parent vertex, current

vertex, current depth

Output: odd cycle if it exists, ∅ otherwise

1: function ODDCYCLEIMPL(g, v, p, c, d)

2: v(c)← (d, p)

3: d← d+ 1

4: for all neighbour ∈ g(c) do

5: if neighbour ∈ v then

6: if (d− depth(v(neighbour))) mod 2 = 1 then

7: n← c

8: oddCycle← {n}

9: while n 6= neighbour do

10: n← parent(v(n))

11: oddCycle← oddCycle+ n

12: end while

13: return oddCycle

14: end if
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15: else

16: oddCycle← oddCycleImpl(g, v, c, neighbour, d)

17: if oddCycle 6= ∅ then

18: return oddCycle

19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

22: return ∅

23: end function

Firstly we add the information about the current vertex c to the map of visited verti-

ces m. This involves the current depth d at which we first visited the vertex, as well as

it’s current parent p. The helper functions depth and parent retrieve information from

this pair. Afterwards we increment the depth by 1. We then go over each neighbour of

the current vertex. If we already visited the current neighbour, we check if the diffe-

rence between the depths is odd, as seen on line 6. If it is, then we found an odd cycle.

Given that we keep the record of the previous node in the map of visited vertices v, we

can easily backtrack from the current vertex c to the already visited vertex neighbour,

and reconstruct the cycle. This is shown on lines 7 through 12. If we have not visited

the neighbour vertex, we recurse: the current vertex becomes neighbour, while the

parent vertex becomes c. If this recursion returns an odd cycle, we return it. Once

we successfully go over all neighbours we return ∅ since we have not detected an odd

cycle.

To support the oddCycleImpl function we provide a simpler delegating function

that is used by the optima function.
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Algorithm 12 Odd cycle delegate function
Input: fragment conflict graph

Output: odd cycle if it exists, ∅ otherwise

1: function ODDCYCLE(g)

2: visited← ∅

3: for all vertex ∈ g do

4: if vertex /∈ visited then

5: returnV al ← oddCycleImpl(g, visited,∅, vertex, 0)

6: if returnV al 6= ∅ then

7: return returnV al

8: end if

9: end if

10: end for

11: return ∅

12: end function

The benefit of having one extra layer of indirection is that we can make sure that

we search the whole graph for odd cycles. For example, if the graph consists of three

separate components, we would visit all of them (or return early if we found an odd

cycle). This logic is clearly demonstrated in the main for loop. We check for every

vertex if it has been visited, and if not, we call the oddCycleImpl function using that

vertex as the starting point. In other words we are visiting a new component in the

graph.

5.3. Fragment separation

Having successfully obtained the intersection of all optimal bipartite configurations,

the next step is to separate this smaller graph into two haplotype groups. The approach

is similar as with finding an odd cycle. We use depth-first search as the base, and for

each vertex we visit, we assign it to a haplotype group that is the opposite of the parent

vertex. As shown below, it is enough to have a boolean flag indicating to which group

the fragment belongs.
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Algorithm 13 Separating the fragments
Input: bipartite fragment conflict graph, set of visited vertices/fragments, pair

with two haplotype groups, current fragment, flag indicating that the fragment belongs

to the alternate haplotype group

1: function SEPARATEFRAGMENTSIMPL(graph, visited, pair, current, alternate)

2: visited← visited+ current

3: if alternate then

4: pair(1)← pair(1) + current

5: else

6: pair(0)← pair(0) + current

7: end if

8: for all neighbour ∈ graph(current) do

9: if neighbour /∈ visited then

10: separateFragmentsImpl(graph, visited, pair, neighbour,¬alternate)

11: end if

12: end for

13: end function

Using the alternate flag we pick into which group the fragment will be separated.

We then make sure to negate the boolean flag when visiting a new neighbour. Similarly

to the oddCycleImpl function in algorithm 11, this function will not make sure that

all the components of the graph are visited, so we provide a delegate function.
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Algorithm 14 Fragment separation delegate function
Input: bipartite fragment conflict graph

Output: pair containing two sets of fragments

1: function SEPARATEFRAGMENTS(graph)

2: visited← ∅

3: pair ← (∅,∅)

4: for all vertex ∈ graph do

5: if vertex /∈ visited then

6: innerPair ← (∅,∅)

7: separateFragmentsImpl(graph, visited, innerPair,

vertex, false)

8: if len(innerPair(0)) < len(innerPair(1)) then

9: innerPair ← (innerPair(1), innerPair(0))

10: end if

11: if len(pair(0)) < len(pair(1)) then

12: pair(0)← pair(0) + innerPair(0)

13: pair(1)← pair(1) + innerPair(1)

14: else

15: pair(1)← pair(1) + innerPair(0)

16: pair(0)← pair(0) + innerPair(1)

17: end if

18: end if

19: end for

20: return pair

21: end function

Similarly to oddCycle we visit each vertex that is not already in the set of visited

vertices. In addition to that, we try to keep the two fragment sets balanced in size by

always adding the larger set in the loop to the smaller set of existing fragments.
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6. Integrating changes into Raven

Our end goal is to incorporate these algorithms into Raven. We do this by separating

the fragments before the actual assembly phase, and simply carry out the assembly on

the two groups of fragments separately. High level overview is available below.

Raven: entry point

fragments

aligned fragments

SNP matrix

fragment conflict graph

fragment intersection

first haplotype group
second haplotype group non-conflicting fragments

first fragment group second fragment group

first haplotype second haplotype

Raven: data loading

spoa: fragment alignment

SNP detection

conflict detection

minimum fragment removal

fragment separation

Raven: assembly

Figure 6.1: Incorporating diploid assembly into Raven
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The first step involves loading the data. This is already handled by Raven. Once

we acquire the fragments, we align them using spoa. Using this alignment we can

construct an SNP matrix, from which we detect conflicts and build the fragment con-

flict graph. The fragments that do not conflict are kept in a separate group that will be

added in a later step. From the fragment conflict graph we can find the intersection of

all optimal solutions, which we then separate into two haplotye groups. We then add

the non-conflicting fragments to both of these groups, and then carry out the assembly

normally on these groups to obtain the final results: the two haplotypes.

The code is available at https://github.com/yatsukha/raven reposi-

tory on the "diploid" branch. This repository is a fork of https://github.com/

lbcb-sci/raven which is the original repository for Raven, created and mainta-

ined by Robert Vaser.
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7. Conclusion

Genome assembly has advanced significantly in the last few decades, both the sequen-

cing technologies used to obtain data as the assembly starting point, and the algorithms

used to carry out and perfect the assemblies themselves. We leverage this growth and

expand the capabilities of Raven by adapting its existing assembly pipeline to work on

diploid organisms.

In order for Raven to be comparable to state of the art diploid assemblers such

as Falcon [7] and Trio-Canu [8], it is necessary to continue the work. The assem-

bly should be tested on real world data from diploid organisms, and all performance

optimizations, as well as alternative approaches should be explored, and thoroughly

tested.
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De Novo diploid assembly using third-generation sequencing data

Abstract

With the advent of third-generation sequencing technologies, the problem of ge-

nome assembly is more approachable than ever. We leverage this to explore diploid

genome assembly. In this work we discuss algorithms used in various phases of di-

ploid genome assembly, and adapt Raven, an existing de novo genome assembler to

work with diploid organisms.

Keywords: genome, assembly, diploid, Raven



De novo sastavljanje diploidnih genoma koristeći tehnologiju za očitanje DNA

treće generacije

Sažetak

Dolaskom treće-generacije tehnologija očitavanja DNA, problem sastavljanja ge-

noma je postao pristupačniji. Potaknuti time, u ovom radu istražujemo problem sas-

tavljanja genoma diploidnog organizma. Uz opis algoritama koji se koriste u različitim

fazama sastavljanja genoma diploidnog organizma, pokazujemo primjenu u stvarnom

svijetu nadogradnjom Ravena, postojećeg de novo sastavljača genoma, kako bi podr-

žao sastavljanje genoma diploidnih organizama.

Ključne riječi: genom, sastavljanje, diploidni, organizam, Raven
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